Evaluation Of Knee Meniscal Tear Frequency In Symptomatic Patients Setting MRI As Gold Standard
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ABSTRACT
Background: Physical activities like sports gymnastics games, cycling, brisk walking, and running has always been a fun and important activities for people’s health and especially when it became their occupation. Due to increased unhealthy eating disorders in people, they have developed an unhealthy weight which is causing them to be weakened and causing pain especially at joints. For the diagnosis conventional radiography was never helpful because it is not for soft tissues whereas MRI is been using in muscoskeletal as modality of choice.

Methods: total 600 patients were included in this prospective study with acute knee pain held at Lahore. 1.5 T MRI is used to rule out meniscal tears. Duration was of one year. Scans were reported by 2 expert radiologists and spss version 25.0 is used for frequency analysis. Asymptomatic patients were excluded from this study.

Results: Knee meniscal tear frequency was ruled out in symptomatic patients including acute knee pain. Frequency was determined from 600 patients by determining male and female in them. Positive meniscular tear findings were discriminated by negative meniscal tear findings. Men has high ratio of meniscal tears because of many factors as compared to women.

Conclusion: Jumping, supports, running and high intensity physical activities can be the cause of meniscal tear. Early evaluation of tear is necessary for the treatment of symptoms such as acute knee pain etc. Magnetic resonance imaging is non-invasive useful muscoskeletal imaging modality which can detect the tear even at very small grade such as grade 1.
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INTRODUCTION
Physical activities like sports gymnastics games, cycling, brisk walking, and running has always been a fun and important activities for people’s health and especially when it became their occupation. Due to increased unhealthy eating disorders in people, they have developed an unhealthy weight which is causing them to be weakened and causing pain especially at joints. Also with increasing age, bones and joints became weaker causing them to pain and sometime injuries. Knee injuries are most common for people of increased age, weight and for people having increased physical activity as occupation.(1) Meniscus provides lubrication, stability, support, force transmission and act as a shock absorber. Due to excessive use, pressure and work load cause meniscus to tear with severe acute pain. This tear needed to be diagnosed and treated. Meniscal lesions are painful and often cause disability in people. Medial meniscus tear is most common form of knee Injury.(2) For the diagnosis conventional radiography was never helpful because it is not for soft tissues whereas MRI is been using in muscoskeletal for more than 25 years. It is easily
available, non-invasive, non-ionizing, and used for contralateral comparisons. Compound ultrasound so far is best technique for evaluation of margins and internal echo texture of nodules but its diagnosis is questionable and variable. Whereas MRI is most powerful, non-invasive and accurate method for soft tissues. It has accuracy of 87% - 97%. It is expensive and not readily available. Arthroscopy is a standard procedure for meniscal tears and has accuracy of 69%-98%.(3).

All patients having positive meniscal tear on MRI was not present on arthroscopy. For this grading system was introduced in which patients with grade I and grade II were negative at the time of surgery but meniscal tear was present at surgery in grade III patients. After this relation of grade III with meniscal tears MR findings and surgical findings agreed in 91.3% of menisci.(4). Meniscal tears can cause disability in patients so it is necessary to diagnose tears early. Meniscal tear is highly based on occupation like athletic and daily activities can cause meniscus injury and knee pain. Ultrasound is inexpensive, real time imaging used in muscoskeletal exams but its results are not accurate as much as of MRI. Ultrasound is good for diagnosis but is useful in uninjured knees.(5). Increasing percentage of acute knee patients requires early diagnose of meniscal tears so that type of treatment can be finalized and patients can go back early to their normal life activities. MRI is gold standard for meniscal abnormalities but it can’t be performed right after injury for weeks or months. MRI is also costly and no affordable for everyone. Ultrasound is an effective diagnostic tool for meniscal pathologies. For early diagnosis ultrasound is used but it has some limitations in diagnosis.(6).

Compared to ultrasonography MRI is not dynamic its images are static so this is not helpful in analyzing the function of meniscus. Meniscus is to divide the workload between femur and tibia but with meniscal root injuries meniscal extrusion is possible. Meniscal extrusion inhibits the function, leading to a condition comparable to meniscectomy. To evaluate meniscal function dynamic study is needed which is possible on MRI. BMI and gender has no effect on meniscal extrusion and tear but weight and age plays important role in meniscal injuries.(7). Acute knees having meniscal tears may be present in both athletes and non-athletes. They can cause knee pain and disability as well as the onset and progression of knee osteoarthritis. Ultrasonography has controversial diagnosis. In some patients with meniscal tear present and confirmed on arthroscopy ultrasound showed nothing on exam. On ultrasound depth of penetration is limited by making diagnostic accuracy variable.(8). In our research we performed MRI in patients with acute knee pain. We ruled meniscal tears and their increasing percentage setting MRI as gold standard. MRI is used for soft tissues and considered to be having 98% diagnostic accuracy.(9)

MATERIAL AND METHODS:

This prospectice study was performed at radiogy department in Lahore on 600 patients. 1.5 T MRI machine with a phased array knee coil was used to perform the knee scan. Fat pads were used to immobalize the joint within the coil. Localiser, T2 axial stir coronal, T1 coronal T2 coronal sagittal pd, axial stir, T2 sagittal sequences were used. Mri scans were reported by and confirmed by 2 radiologists. Spss version 25.0 is used for anaylsis and frequency evaluation.

RESULTS

Total 600 patients of acute knee pain were enrolled in this study. 427(71.2) pateints were male while 173(28.8) patients were female as shown in table 1. Male to female ratio was 2:1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Meniscal tear findings on Magnetic Resonance Imaging are shown in table 2. out of 600, 178(29.7%)patients were negative with no meniscal tear finding while 422(70.3%) patients were found positive in magnetic
resonance imaging scan. This shows high percentage is found in men. The frequency of meniscal tear by using magnetic resonance imaging is given below.

**Table 2: Meniscal tear Frequency.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meniscal Tear</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>70.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSION**

We observed that knee meniscal tear in men was prevalent in our prospective study held at Lahore. Previous studies have shown that patients with symptomatic knee osteoarthritis had a high frequency of meniscal injury (67 to 91%).

Meniscal tears are frequently difficult to diagnose only based on a clinical examination and many patients now demand an MRI assessment. Before MRI became widely available and used, arthroscopy had been promoted as a useful diagnostic tool. The literature contains a number of studies that assess the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of MRIs performed under standardised settings as well as their cost-effectiveness. The number of ordered MRI studies continues to increase year after year, cost or no cost.

Based on MRI exams, there is insufficient information in the literature about the normal growth of the medial and lateral meniscus. The medial meniscus is typically described “the medial meniscus is larger, has a wider posterior horn, and is more open towards the intercondylar notch” when compared to the lateral meniscus. The posterior horn of the medial meniscus showed a much higher incidence of anomalies.

We discovered that concurrent early radiographic knee meniscal tear was linked to a higher likelihood of self-reported catching, inflammation, and soreness subsequently in the day. There were no additional symptom observed. In people with knee abnormality, swelling and stiffness are well-known symptoms. However, catching is more frequently identified as a mechanical symptom and therefore is commonly thought to result from a meniscal injury. A significant prevalence of catching in people with knee Osteoarthritis suggests that the degenerative nature of Osteoarthritis, which affects multiple joint components, rather than the meniscal tear itself, is what causes catching.
Age and body mass index (BMI) most likely have a significant impact on the meniscus' degradation. In patients with a BMI exceeding 30 kg/m², a research by Hwang et al.(14) revealed a 4.9-fold increase in medial meniscus posterior root tears. Further research is required to clarify the impact of age and BMI on the athlete's meniscus given the current rise in popularity of distance cross training and running. In this study, it was found that athletes whose sports don't demand constant pivoting (such as distance runners and Ironman competitors) had a higher prevalence of symptomatic meniscal pathology (60%) than athletes whose sports do (18%). (football, basketball, etc.)

This finding most likely draws attention to the meniscus's vulnerability to repetitive impact activities like long distance running and endurance sports. It's interesting to note that meniscal tears were also more common in non-pivot athletes, which may indicate that early meniscal degeneration increases the chance of undetected (asymptomatic) tears and early-onset OA.(15) By keeping an eye on their activity and moment with right body posture, knee joint can be saved for life time.

CONCLUSION

Jumping, supports, running and high intensity physical activities can be the cause of meniscal tear. Early evaluation of tear is necessary for the treatment of symptoms such as acute knee pain etc. Magnetic resonance imaging is non-invasive useful muscoskeletal imaging modality which can detect the tear even at very small grade such as grade 1.

Limitations: MRI is radially used for meniscal tears but it has some limitation for patient’s e.g. It’s expensive, claustrophobic patients cannot be examined; patients with any type of metal placed in body can’t be scanned on MRI.
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